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The Laban Heath Counterfeit Detectors

A Survey, with Reproductions of the Plates

by DR. GLENN E. JACKSON
Photographs by Adrien Boutrelle

Introduction

HIGHLY prized collateral collectibles for syngraphists and all lovers of fine intaglio

engraving are the “counterfeit detector” books used by the banking industry during

the 19th century. Those which dealt largely with the state and private bank notes in

the pre-federal currency era are described in great detail in Bank Note Reporters and
Counterfeit Detectors 1826-1866 by W. H. Dilliston (American Numismatic Society, 1949).

Among the well-known names of counterfeit detector publishers in that period are Thompson,
Dye and Hodges.

The post-Civil War detectors have not yet been the subject of published intensive in-

vestigation and research. Probably the best known of these is Heath’s Infallible Counterfeit

Detector at Sight. This series compiled and published by Laban Heath of Boston began in

1864 and ran through at least 1881. Perhaps Heath’s own remarks in the introduction to the

1870 edition sketches in the history of the work in the best fashion:

“During the regime of the old State Banking System I issued my first work which met

with such favor from the public that it reached the enormous sale of 25,000 copies and would

have exceeded this number had not the whole currency of the country been changed to

treasury notes, known as ‘greenbacks’ or legal-tenders, and national bank-bills. This change

gave apparent security for a time; but hopes of safety were suddenly dispelled by the ap-

pearance in our midst of counterfeit treasury notes, so nicely executed that they were received

by our leading banks as genuine notes. This, together with the numerous and dangerous

counterfeits of the new national currency, induced the author to apply to the Secretary of the

United States Treasury for certain cuts and dies used on the legal-tenders and other national

bills. The officers of the leading Bank Note Engraving Companies were consulted upon the

subject, and after a thorough investigation permission was granted, on condition that the dies

should be so mutilated as to prevent all possibility of counterfeiters making any use of them in

their nefarious business, and yet preserving the symmetry of the work.

“I was therefore through the kindness of the Secretary of the Treasury enabled to give

fac-simile cuts and dies from nearly all the Government issues, thus placing in the hands of all,

the means of detecting the most skilfully prepared counterfeits that can be executed.

“I then issued my first edition of the Government work, known as the ‘Pocket Edition’

of ‘Heath’s Infallible Counterfeit Detector at Sight.’ The object was to furnish the public with

a standard guide, and, in a comprehensive form, the means of detecting counterfeit bank-

notes at sight... I issued the ‘Banking and Counting House Edition’ containing about fifty of

the most beautiful Government devices, including ‘vignettes’, ‘dies’, etc.”

The “plates” from these books are frequently sold as proofs or given some exotic name

calculated to increase the value.* This survey is an initial effort to define the entire field of

Heath’s works and to reproduce all the different plates in the editions under discussion.

Not all the editions had the same plates—indeed, it seems that not all the books within an

edition were identical. Of course, because of the scarcity of the books, it is difficult to make

definitive assertions.
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Advertising “note” of Laban Heath promoting his method of counterfeit detecting. Printed by American

Bank Note Co., New-York & Boston.

As a preface to this survey, I am including correspondence from the National Archives

between Laban Heath and the Treasury Department relative to his difficulties in securing

government cooperation in supplying the illustrations for his books. (The plates of genuine

designs in the Heath books were furnished by the Treasury Department or by the bank note

companies when they were also printing federal currency. The Treasury was also the source of

the plates of the counterfeit notes found in certain editions.)

Heath’s difficulties with the Treasury were probably the reason for the eccentricities in

the contents of the various editions, since suitable illustrative material was not always

available.

*In Heath’s time, neither he nor the Treasury were scrupulous in the application of the terms “plates”, “dies”, and

“cuts”. At some times the words were applied to the actual printing surfaces or devices while in other instances they were

used in the sense of prints from these surfaces. The reader is cautioned to consider the context in which any of these terms

is used. In the author’s study, the word plate is used to refer to the bound-in prints used as illustrations unless otherwise

indicated.

Pertinent Correspondence

Heath Complains About Plate Quality

Boston, Mass.

May— 1873

Hon. Wm. A. Richardson,

Secretary of the Treasury.

Sir:

The undersigned respectfully represent that in Eighteen Hundred and Sixty-five we obtained permis-

sion from the then Secretary of the Treasury, the Hon. Hugh McColloch, to use certain sections or

devices upon the United States Circulating notes and transcripts from certain counterfeit plates which had

been captured by the Secret Service Division, to be printed on thick plate paper and used to illustrate our

work entitled Heath’s Infallible Counterfeit Detector; that we paid large sums of money to procure copies

of these plates to bank note companies and to the U.S. Treasury Dept.; that in printing many of these

devices and copies, which were printed at the Treasury Dept., they were injured and rendered useless by

reason of having been printed with improper ink and a want of care in drying in consequence of which

great loss has been entailed upon us, and our business nearly broken up and ruined because we have been
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unable recently to procure from the Treasury Dept, copies of these counterfeit plates and other devices

that are necessary to complete our sets to enable us to continue the publication of our work.

We have paid the Department some Fifteen Thousand Dollars for work done and the Department

now has in its safes a large number of steel plates to print these impressions for which we have paid the

Department several thousands of dollars, and which are worthless to us unless they can be used to finish

up the copies that are necessary to complete the sets for our work.

It has been suggested that a provision was put upon some appropriation bill last year enacting that no

new private work should be done at the Printing Bureau; but we suggest in reply that the Secretary of the

Treasury having given orders to furnish us (as his letter shows and which is now in your Office) these im-

pressions upon lists to be filled by us, and that we have never received anything near the amount thus

ordered of these counterfeit impressions which we mostly lack which were suitable to be used in our work

and therefore this could not be considered new work, but is simply supplying a deficiency in the contract

for which the Government had received ample pay; yet had never furnished perfect plates to fill up the

sets thus ordered.

We, therefore, respectfully request that you will direct the Chief of the Printing Bureau, who has

been appointed since most of this work was performed, to visit Boston and examine the large number of

imperfect plates which we have at our store rooms, No. 30, Hanover Street, Boston, Mass., and if he

finds the facts as above stated that you will authorize him to supply deficiences to enable us to continue

the publication of this valuable work which was indorsed in writing by almost every Treasury official at

the time of its first publication as well as by the then Chief of the Printing Bureau, the past and present

Chief of the Secret Service Division, the Solicitor of the Treasury Dept., besides most of the bankers

throughout the country.

Respectfully,

Your Obt. Servts.

Laban Heath & Co.

No. 30, Hanover Street

Boston, Mass.

Original Government Agreement with Heath

Treasury Department

September 3d, 1866.

Sir:

In reply to yours of June 30, 1866, applying to this Department for certain “cuts” used on the issues

of the National Bank Notes and the U.S. Legal Tender Notes, for use in your Counterfeit Detector, I

have to say that permission to use certain of these cuts will be granted you, to be carried into effect in the

following manner, viz: You will please file in this office a correct Schedule of the designs you desire,

described in the following manner, i.e. giving the character and denomination of the note, the subject of

the vignette or design, its location upon the particular note, as “uper [sic] left-hand corner of the face of

the note,” etc. etc. and the number of copies of each that you desire. Upon the reception of this Schedule,

authority will be given to the Bank Note Companies who engraved and printed these notes, to print for

you the specified number of copies upon “plain plate paper,” the necessary expense of which you will pay

to them upon delivery, and receipt in duplicate for the copies delivered in like form as the list or order fur-

nished by you to this Department.

Respectfully Yours,

(Signed) H. McCulloch,

Secretary of the

Treasury.

Laban Heath, Esq.
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Official Report on Heath’s Complaint

The undersigned committee appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury July 2nd 1873 to examine a

large number of impressions of counterfeit and genuine plates which were furnished by the Treasury

Department in 1865 to Laban Heath and Company of Boston, Massachusetts, and to recommend what

action shall be taken in relation to such impressions as were imperfect, have the honor to report.

That on the 8th day of July 1873 they visited the rooms of said Laban Heath and Co. in Boston and

found the impressions in question, and on that and the two days succeeding they made the examination as

required.

The impressions were from twenty-two plates and were designed by these parties to be bound in

books to be used by Banks, Brokers, and Merchants in detecting the counterfeits of United States notes,

bonds, and currency, and the notes of National Banks. They represent that the value of the publication

depended principally upon the perfect character of the impressions of each plate, and that the general im-

perfection of the impressions of a single plate would so injure the work as to render its sale difficult if not

impossible.

The committee examined packages taken at random of the impressions from each plate, and in

number sufficient to enable them to judge the general character of the work. The impressions from some

plates were found almost without exception defective, the number of even fair ones being insignificant.

Other sets of impressions was somewhat more uniformly better, though not good, and others were nearly

all still better but imperfect. No considerable portion of the work was free from blemish, and so great a

portion was defective to a degree that would justify the parties in rejecting it altogether, as probably not a

dozen respectable books could be made out of the whole number of impressions.

The principal defect appears to have been caused by laying the sheets together before the ink was dry

so that both the faces and backs were smirched and dirty, varying in degree according to the nature of the

ink used. A few of the plates however made imperfect impressions.

The committee are unanimously of opinion that the character of the work would not justify binding

and publication, and consequently was a total loss to Messrs. Laban Heath and Co.

As the work was designed to detect counterfeits of issues now withdrawn, the supply of a new set of

impressions would be of no value to the parties interested and the committee therefore recommend that a

statement of the facts shall be made to Congress and authority asked by the Department to execute for

Messrs Laban Heath and Co. impressions of the new issues to such extent as well equitably remunerate

them for the loss sustained by the worthless character of the former work.

Respectfully submitted

(5 signatures illegible)

Committee

Washington D.C.

July 29th 1873

Hon. W.A. Richardson

Secretary of the Treasury

Memorandum on Prevalence of Counterfeiting

Treasury Department

Office of Comptroller of the Currency

Washington, Aug. 5, 1873

The Bank Note Reporters give the names of fourteen National Banks whose $20 notes have been
counterfeited.
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John Jay Knox, Comptroller of the Currency and writer of the Treasury Department memorandum on

the counterfeiting of National Bank Notes, shown on the face of a $100 Third Charter note.

These fourteen Banks report to me as follows:

Five Banks, that their $20 notes have been well counterfeited. One of these, The First National Bank

of Portland, Me., report that they have not seen one of these $20 notes for a year past. The First National

Bank of Portland, Conn., report that their $20 notes were one of the first to be counterfeited, but that a

counterfeit note is now rarely seen, not more than eight having been presented during the past year.

Five of these Banks report that their $20 notes have been so poorly counterfeited that no one need be

deceived by them.

The four additional Banks report that no counterfeit twenties of their issue have ever been presented

at their banking houses.

The whole amount of genuine impressions issued to the Banks whose $20 notes have been well

counterfeited, are 24,021, or $480,420.

The whole number of genuine $20 notes issued to the five Banks whose $20 notes have been poorly

counterfeited, are 56,463 or $1,129,260.

To the remaining four Banks 20,342 genuine $20 notes have been issued amounting to $406,840.

I am of the opinion that the whole amount of the genuine $20 notes of these Banks can be withdrawn

from circulation within one year by an offer of a premium of one half percent. The withdrawal of the $20

notes which have been well counterfeited, would, at this rate, cost $2,400; to withdraw those poorly

counterfeited $5,646, and of the other four Banks reported to have been counterfeited $2,034.

The genuine $20 notes of all of the National Banks which have been well and poorly counterfeited,

can therefore be withdrawn, at a cost of say $10,000.

Very Respectfully

John Jay Knox
Comptroller of the Currency

Hon. W.A. Richardson

Secretary of the Treasury

Washington

(To be continued)
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U.S. 5c & 10c 1847 “Imitations”

by GEORGE W. BRETT

(At the May 14, 1981 meeting of this Society at the Collectors Club in New York, Lou
Robbins showed the two items illustrated here in Adrien Boutrelle photographs, with the pur-

pose of finding out their true nature. George Brett was then asked for his analysis, which

follows here. BRM)

These particular examples, as illustrated, comprise line-engraved intaglio prints on thin

card. Someone has cut them to shape. Originally they were on a larger piece with each sur-

rounded by a plain, green, line-engraved frame. As can be seen, large initials “H” and “K”
are at the upper corners and the Roman numeral “V” is used with Franklin and the Arabic

“10” is used with Washington, or just the reverse of the actual 1847 stamps. Also, of course,

at the top the inscription is “POSTAGE” instead of “POST OFFICE”, and at the bottom,

“CENTS” instead of the “FIVE CENTS” and “TEN CENTS” of the stamps. Thus, there

are a lot of major differences, although the engravings of the background and the portraits are

similar. No letters are at the bottom where the stamps have “R W H & E”.

Each denomination comprises totally separate engravings. The 5c, printed in a color that

we equate with Gibbons’ deep rose red, is 20!/2 x 25% mm., on card 21% x 27 mm., with the

green outline 21 x 26% mm. The green outline is just outside the engraved design on all four

sides and extends horizontally off the card at both top and bottom to the left beyond the in-

tersections with the left side vertical line. This outline is a bit at an angle to the design, signify-

ing that it was printed at a different time using a different plate.

The 10 cent, printed in black, measures 20% x 26 mm., on card 21 x 26% mm., with the

green outline 26% mm. vertically but as it is lacking on the left side of the horizontal span can-

not be measured. The green line at the right side is inside the right outside frame line of the

design, though clearly outside at top and bottom, and is at a bit of an angle as for the 5c. It

can also be determined that the green outline was printed before the black of the design.
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Both specimens are on white stock, which is about 0.01 1 to 0.012” in thickness including

the printing, and with vertical grain. It has not been possible to determine if these came from

the same card but they could have.

As to the engraving, the portraits imitate the 1847 originals rather than the 1875

reproductions but the sizes are obviously different. The original 5c is 18 3/4 x 2314 mm. and the

10c, 1814 x 23mm. The originals also had square cross-hatching for the vignettes while these

imitations have diagonal cross-hatching. Of course, there are many other engraving dif-

ferences in detail. These two examples of the simulations are a bit shopworn but still we con-

sider the quality of the engraving was better on the originals except for the cross-hatching. But

for the cross-hatching one is comparing machine ruling on the “copies” with hand cutting on

the originals.

The initials “H” and “K” at the top corners probably stand for Homan, Krassa Co.,

Inc., a stamp dealing firm established in 1886 and whose address in 1948 was 551 Fifth Ave.,

New York 17, N.Y. When they had these items produced we can only speculate. Also on what

size of card? There must be more of these around and so someone may be able to round out

the story. They aren’t really close imitations of the 1847’s but still someone is bound to be con-

fused by them.

(Editor’s Note: These prints do not seem to have anything in common with the fantasy

drawings purported to be essays from the Burrus collection described from time to time in this

Journal. However, the thought occurs that they might be from the burin of H.L. Peckmore,

who did the George Turner bookplate. In the article describing that bookplate in Journal

No. 150, the initial correspondence between Turner and Peckmore revealed that Turner first

became aware of Peckmore’s work through the Homan, Krassa Christmas cards which he

created. BRM)

Another U.S. “Essay” by H.L. Peckmore?

by BARBARA R. MUELLER

The recent re-discovery of Harry L. Peckmore, 20th century U.S. engraver, by the cur-

rent generation of collectors, triggered perhaps by the wide distribution of the George T.

Turner bookplate, has been punctuated by the appearance of another Peckmore item on the

market.

This one showed up in a mail bid sale of J.L. McGuire of West Yarmouth, Mass, of April

28, 1981. Described as an essay “VF NH half sheet, imperf., inscribed “SPECI-

MEN/POSTAGE” by H.L. Peckman (sic), vignette of Washington, purple, few small flaws

on gum”, it is reproduced here. The name of the engraver is incomplete; underneath the last

impression at the right in the bottom row are the letters “H.L. PECKM”. More than likely,

this is Peckmore. The realization is unknown, but it must have been more than a known bid

for $50.

Peckmore used the familiar Gilbert Stuart Athenaeum portrait of Washington seen on so

many U.S. stamps. Aside from the auctioneer’s description, we have no way of knowing more

about the printing process used, but it may have involved a lithographic stone with images

transferred from an intaglio die. We also have no way to know why or for whom Peckmore

made this “essay.” Because he went to the trouble of printing it in a sheet form, it may have

been intended for a stationery company letter-writng kit as was in vogue during the 1930s.

Comments, as always, are welcome.
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OTTO

ms?

Block of the Peckmore “essay”.

BEP Christmas Card Engraved Vignette

by BARBARA R. MUELLER

F ROM the seemingly bottomless inventory of stock engravings in the Bureau

of Engraving and Printing comes the angelic depiction within typical banknote

scrollwork reproduced here. Shown to us by Belmont Faries, it was utilized for

the 1980 Christmas card of Harry M. Clements, the current Director of the Bureau. The sen-

timents of the card, expressed in copperplate style read, “The entire family of the Bureau of

Engraving and Printing wishes you a wonderful holiday season, followed by a joyful and pro-

sperous New Year ... &signature/Director”. Over this message in gold stamping is the Bureau

seal. The cover of the folder bears in red the usual “Season’s Greetings”. Above it is the 2Vi x

5'/2 inch engraving.
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The elaborate production process for the entire thing has been analyzed for us as follows

by George Brett: “It is a bit complex. First, tints were laid down by offset litho, three of

them—yellow, a pink flesh tone, and a pale blue for the wings. Then there was gold foil stam-

ping from a relief “die” of the BEP seal and the finishing die-stamping runs, front and inside.

A brown ink which seems the same for both the lettering inside and the engraving outside

came next, and finally the red ‘Season’s Greetings’. I would say offhand no less than five and

probably six press runs, depending on the equipment used.”

The question arises—can anyone connect this engraving of the angelic figure and/or the

border with any government security paper or special vignette made for government

souvenirs, invitations, certificates, etc.?
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United States Proof Index

A Market Trend and Analysis

by HOWARD S. FRIEDMAN, Ph.D.

T he current state of worldwide economics and markets, regardless of causes, has driven

many investors, large and small, to seek new refuge in the area of tangible assets, com-

monly known as “collectibles.” These include gold, silver, diamonds, old paintings,

ceramics, rare books, stamps, coins, and other commodities. Many, if not all of these items,

have been “collected” over many years — centuries in some instances — by lovers of beautiful

art, for their beauty and rarity, not to mention their extrinsic value.

In the current markets for these “collectibles,” the amateur collectors have either been

forced out of the buying market or into the investment market, in accord with their cash

assets, incomes, and inclinations. A concomitant factor to the increase in market value of col-

lectibles has been the decrease in the value of the dollar, the pound, the franc, and other major

media of exchange, in terms of their buying power. Part of the diminution in the latter has

stemmed from the seemingly endless quantity of these media of exchange being placed into

circulation by the various governments of the world.

In contrast to this seemingly endless increase in the money supply are the fixed quantities

of the “collectibles.” No more Rembrandts or Titians are being painted. Cellini turns out no

more cups or salt-cellars. The porcelain workers of Dresden, Meissen, Peking, Canton, and

Limoges are long gone from the scene. Gutenberg, Caxton, Soncino, Manutius, and Bruce

Rogers no longer ply their trade. Gold, silver, and diamonds are mined in limited quantities,

controlled by international cartels. Penny Blacks and 1837 half-dimes are no longer printed or

minted. Yet the number of buyers for all of these items increases daily.

Of all these “collectibles,” the most fragile and evanescent are the stamps and related

philatelic material of the world — small, thin pieces of paper, many printed more than a cen-

tury ago. Some are printed on paper so thin that a stack of 500 would barely measure an inch.

They have been subject to innumerable handlings, the oil and grease of fingerprints, the dust,

dirt, and grime of every area of the world, the alternate humidity and dessication of every

country and clime, the acid and sulfurous vapors of many large cities, not to mention the in-

sult of the HINGE, that little piece of paper or card, which might itself once have been part of

a stamp; They have been bent, creased, torn, stuck with pins, and otherwise suffered from the

ravages of time and collectors.

During the past dozen or so years stamps have ranked among the top five “collectibles,”

with respect to their annual increment in individual and cumulative value, as well as their in-

vestment potential. Selected United States stamps have risen in value over 1000% during this

period. Not all U.S. stamps are “collectible.” During the past 40 or more years, billions of

regular issues and hundreds of millions of -commemorative issues have been printed and sold.

Common stamps will never be rare, or to put it another way, cheap stamps will never become
expensive (exceptions noted).

United States proofs are among the rarest items in U.S. philately. Even the most common
seldom exceed about 2500 total copies. This is less than one-tenth the printed quantity of that

rarest of U.S. commemoratives, the $4 Columbian. This stamp in unused condition is valued

today at about $4000, while the most expensive proof of this design can be purchased for

about $1000. Figure 1. herewith presents a general classification of the known varieties of

proofs of United States stamp designs.
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Figure 1. CLASSIFICATION

I. DIE PROOFS
A. Normal Colors

1. Large Die Proofs

a. India paper

b. Wove paper

c. Bond paper

d. Card

2. Small Die Proofs

a. Roosevelt

b. Southgate

c. Farley

B. Trial Colors

1. Large Die Proofs

a. India paper

b. Wove paper

c. Bond paper

d. Card

2. Small Die Proofs

a. India paper (Goodall)

b. Wove paper

OF UNITED STATES PROOFS

II. PLATE PROOFS
A. Normal Colors

1. India paper

a. regular

b. hybrid large

die proofs

2. Wove paper

3. Card

a. regular

b. Atlanta

B. Trial Colors

1. India Paper

2. Wove paper

a. imperforate

b. perforate

3. Bond paper

4. Card

a. regular

b. Atlanta

Of these 24 categories, we propose to concentrate on the three major ones, viz., small die

proofs (Roosevelt), and the regular India and card plate proofs in normal colors. Obviously,

die proofs are much scarcer than plate proofs, since the former were prepared one at a time,

while the latter could be prepared by the sheet, depending on its size. Regardless, it is manifest

that one is dealing here with an extremely rarified atmosphere. The card plate proofs of the

1875 reproductions of the 1847 designs, printed in quantities of about 2500 each, are probably

400 to 1500 times scarcer than the issued stamps. Even the card proof of the 1857 90c design is

more than ten times as scarce as the issued stamp. When we examine the 1861-6 issues, we find

that the card plate proofs are 155 to over 700,000 times as scarce as the issued stamps! It is in-

teresting to observe that the card plate proofs of the 2c and 3c designs, of which stamps were

issued in the hundreds of millions, are among the most valued in this series.

Due to their extremely limited quantities, U.S. large die proofs are seldom seen in dealers’

stocks, and rarely in auction catalogs. Fluctuations in the market values of these items are

therefore difficult to determine with any degree of accuracy, as compared with those of the

more frequently traded small die proofs and the plate proofs. We therefore propose to present

the United States Proof Index, from a selected composite of Roosevelt small die proofs, India

plate proofs, and card plate proofs, all in normal colors. The three figures which follow show

Scott’s Catalogue values for nearly all of these items, from 1967 to the present time. The last

three columns in each figure show the Proof Indexes in each category, using the years 1967,

1973, and 1980 for a base. The year 1967 was selected so that we may compare the Proof Index

with the Scott U.S. Stamplndex,™ which uses the same base. The year 1973 was selected

because it appears to be a turning point in the market upswing. The last column shows actual

percentage increases in each category for each series or item, over the previous year’s value.

O ne purpose of these charts is to deter-

mine whether the relative appreciation

of any individual item or subgroup of

proofs differed significantly from the composite

value of the series or group with which it is gener-

ally associated. In the area of small die proofs

this proved largely unnecessary, since in most

series individual values were either identical, or

else the proportions of lower to higher values

were generally maintained over the years con-

sidered. This is illustrated specifically for the

Departmental small die proofs. The chart shows

values for 01-56P2, 057 - 71P2 (State Depart-

ment), and 072 - 93P2, as well as for the total
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group. The differences among the several indexes

were statistically insignificant.

One instance deserves mention. In following

the values of the three series of Postage Due
designs ^nd colors known to have been in the

Roosevelt album (the second color, red brown,

of the first design was not in the album), one may
be surprised by the divergences which occur after

1974. Why the values of these three series, of

which there were 85 sets of each, suddenly

change in value from one set to another, is in-

comprehensible to this writer. Moreover, it

seems less than reasonable to assume any

monumental destruction of more than one series

than of another during the past nearly eight

decades.

While we have tried not to clutter these

charts with more numbers than is necessary, we

believe that one more series of calculations is per-

tinent. These are the cumulative yearly in-

crements for each baseline. Thus, for the small

die proofs, the yearly indexes from the 1967 base

varied from 116 to 127, indicating overall

changes for the 14-year period. During the eight-

year period from 1973, the indexes varied from

125 to 140, while during the past year the indexes

ranged from 104 to 157. The average indexes

were 123, 129, and 128, respectively, revealing

considerable variation among the individual

series of this category. The overall leader was the

Pan-American series, while others included the

1847, 1869, large bank note, and Columbian

series. Most of the back-of-the-book series have

shown steady but slow growth throughout the

entire period. We have selected five sets from this

category for inclusion in the U.S. Proof Index

(see below).

Figure 3 shows the values and indexes for

the India plate proofs. These proofs have in

general been less popular with both collectors

and investors in comparison with other categor-

ies. This is upheld by the relatively steady indexes

of 121, 129, and 132, for the three base periods.

The ranges were 115 - 127, 119 - 144, and 117

-157, respectively, which indicated that some
series did acquire additional interest over the

period, these being chiefly the 1890 regular and

1893 Columbian designs. Again, the bulk of the

increases and hence activity seem to be in the

more popular series of the last century, most of

the Special Delivery, Postage Due, and Official

issues showing the slowest movement. The U.S.

Proof Index includes 10 of these series.

From the chart of the card plate proofs,

from which the major portion of the U.S. Proof
Index is drawn, we observe index averages of

125, 139, and 147, considerably higher at each

point than the corresponding indexes for the

small die and India plate proofs. These indexes

ranged from 1 10 - 131 , 1 16 - 148, and 109 - 167,

respectively. Top honors for the annual incre-

ment from 1980 to 1981 for proofs in all

categories clearly went to the 1869, Columbian,

and Postage Due third color plate proofs on

card. In fact, the card plate proofs easily

outstripped both other categories, if not all other

proofs.

Interest in the 1847 reproductions and the

1857 reprint series seems to have declined during

the past year. Growth in the 1881-3 bank notes

was significantly greater than that in the latter

half of this series, the indexes for these series be-

ing 151 and 136 for the past year, respectively.

Analysis of the four scarce card proofs in the

large bank note series indicated that, while they

fluctuated somewhat among themselves, their

composite indexes were not significantly dif-

ferent from those of the group as a whole.

The figures for OX1 P4 deserve special com-

ment. This is without doubt one of the rarest, if

not the rarest of the plate proofs on card. Yet its

catalog value has only increased from $7.50 in

1967 to a mere $30.00 in 1981. Yet it is known to

this writer that a copy of this extremely rare and

elusive card proof was sold at auction in 1977 for

$145.00, when the catalog value as only $17.50.

The lower portion of Figure 4 shows the

summary of catalog values and indexes for P2,

P3, and P4. From all of the listings given above

in the individual charts, a group of proofs was

selected which the writer believes to be at least as

representative of the U.S. proof market as are

the components of Scott’s U.S. Stamplndex™

As with that index, an entirely different

selection might have been made, as might have

been made also for the Dow-Jones Average and

other indicators of the economic trends of

various commodities.

Analysis of the components of the U.S.

Proof Index (Figure 5) shows that for the 14-year

period 1967 - 1981, annual growth of the com-

ponents varied between 18.4 and 30.8%, with an

average growth of 23.9%. For the eight-year

period 1973 - 1981, annual growth ranged from

24.4 to 46.9%, the average being 32.5%. During

the past 12 months (to December 1980) growth

has varied between 1 1 and 67%, with an overall

average of 43%.

During the period 1 July 1967 to 31 Decem-

ber 1980, the Standard & Poor’s Composite In-

dex has risen from a base of 100 to about 135, or

about 2.25% per year. The Consumer Price In-

dex increased to 259.8, for an average annual in-

crease of about 7.33%. During the same period

the Scott U.S. Stamplndex™ rose to 1123.4, or

19.6% annually. However, the average annual
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increase in the Scott U.S. Stamplndex™ since the

1973 and 1977 base lines have been about 28 and

42%, respectively. The average annual increase

in the U.S. Proof Index for the 1967, 1973, and
1977 baselines, respectively, have been 23.9,

32.5, and 33.3%. Annual growth rates for these

periods varied between 18.4 and 30.8%, 24.4 and

46.9%, and 22 and 47%, respectively. During the

past 12 months (to 31 December 1980) growth

has varied between 1 1 and 67%, with an average

overall rate of 43%. The average values for the

four Indexes, viz., U.S. Proof Index, Scott U.S.

Stamplndex™ Consumer Price Index, and Stan-

dard & Poor’s Index, are shown graphically in

Figure 6.

The U.S. Proof Market

U nfortunately, Scott’s U.S. “Special-

ized” Catalogue values for U.S. proofs

generally have little relationship to ac-

tual buying and selling prices. On the other hand,

the catalog values provide a comparatively stable

base and continuum of relative market values.

As with stamps, covers, and most other philatel-

ia, proofs vary in condition, and condition is the

key to price and value, and probably even more

significantly to demand. As the majority of

proofs have neither gum nor perforations, these

are not a consideration (actually a blessing!). The

usual effects on value (and demand) caused by

defects, viz., thins, tears, holes, repairs, faded

colors, etc., apply equally to proofs.

Considerations of the conditions of proofs

vary somewhat with both type and format. Thus

large die proofs on original 6”x8” cards are con-

sidered to be of greater value than those which

have been cut to the size of the India paper or

smaller, or those in which the actual die proof on

India paper has been removed from the original

card backing. The condition of the card itself

may be a major factor, with respect to its

whiteness, the gilt edges, the presence of stains,

toning, hinges, and so forth. Large die proofs in

original presentation albums generally command
a greater or lesser premium above the value of

proofs separated from these albums.

Small die proofs on original pages from the

1903 Roosevelt albums have always brought a

premium over proofs cut from these pages,

although the premium has diminished somewhat

in recent years. Small die proofs cut from pages

but retaining a small border of the original gray

mounting card command a small premium over

those with almost no card showing or those that

have been removed completely (and successfully,

i.e., without damage) from the card. The dif-

ficulty of removing small die proofs from the

gray card backing without damaging them is

legendary.

Large die proofs for most 19th century U.S.

designs were printed or became available in

quantities from one to two to perhaps as many as

ten. Depending on the conditions noted above,

they sell for up to five or more times the catalog

value. Since they are so scarce, so seldom seen in

dealers’ stocks or auction lists, and generally so

expensive, it is difficult to even estimate which

are most popular, most valued, and most fre-

quently traded. Many, particularly 20th century,

large die proofs are unique. At least one, whether

in government or private hands, has been signed

by the engraver, the printer, and usually the

Postmaster General. The latter are, of course,

the most valuable of all.

The quantities of small die proofs from the

1903 Roosevelt albums for designs through the

1902 - 03 regular issues was 85. Nearly all of the

known albums have been broken down, although

probably two or more intact books still exist, and

are of incalculable value. Many pages or half-

pages are known. The latter were made available

by splitting full pages between the two gray cards

through the coarser cardboard filler between

them. Most cards, however, have been cut up to

provide sets convenient for mounting and ex-

hibiting. The number of small die proofs damag-

ed or ruined in attempts to remove them from the

gray card backing cannot be estimated, but it

may be considerable. The writer several years

ago solicited lists of holdings of these scarce

proofs from those collectors having them, but

response was scant. The proofs were attached to

the card with an “iron” water-proof glue, and

many attempts to remove them by soaking have

resulted in removing some of the fugitive inks

that were in use in 1903.

Depending on the conditions described

above, Roosevelt small die proofs usually sell for

about 25% above catalog value to as much as

five times catalog. The most popular sets appear

to be the 1869, 1890, and Columbian issues.

Some, such as the 1847 and 1875 imitations, the

1851 fakes, the 1851 Carriers, and the large

Newspapers, are seldom seen. Considering the

original quantities, they appear more or less

regularly in the stocks of those dealers specializ-

ing in proofs, as well as in auction lists. The oc-

casion for the latter is usually the sale of a collec-

tion or accumulation.

The analysis of the market for plate proofs

on both India paper and card requires the in-

troduction of some additional factors to be con-

sidered. Plate proofs were printed in multiples up

to the size of the original plate, e.g., 10, 50, 100,

200, or even 300 per piece. When these were

broken up, as the majority has been, a variety of

position blocks and singles became available,

depending on the whims of the cutter. These in-
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elude plain blocks of four or more, arrow blocks,

corner blocks, margin blocks (with and without

partial or complete imprints and other

markings), and the plate blocks. Pairs and strips

also became available, as well as marginal or

sheet edge and corner singles. An additional fac-

tor to be considered with respect to India plate

proof multiples, particularly those involving the

margins of the sheet, is the presence or absence

of the original backing card. The card margins

originally extended as much as an inch or more
beyond the India paper, and the plate sinkage

can be seen easily in the card margins. Such

pieces are considered to be most attractive and

deserving of some premium.

Multiples of both India and card plate

proofs are available, although by and large the

latter are considerably scarcer, a fact not general-

ly reflected by even the relative catalog values.

For most designs catalog values vary between

about four and six times the value of a single.

The difference arises from the sources of India

and card plate proofs. Although overall the

former are generally scarcer than the correspon-

ding card proofs, they became available early in

this century in the form of full sheets and panes

from the files of the American Bank Note Com-
pany. When these were cut up, many blocks

became available. The card proofs, on the other

hand, were ordered and distributed by the Post

Office Department in sets of singles. The much
scarcer blocks on card were derived from the

sheet remnants.

India plate proofs came largely from the

files of the bank note companies. One can only

conjecture that perhaps two to four sheets (400

-800 singles) became available. It has been noted

elsewhere that sets of India plate proofs were oc-

casionally distributed to newspapers of the

period at various times when new designs were

forthcoming, in order to prepare the public for

the expected changes. The numbers of these

single sets may be estimated at between 100 and

200. Single India plate proofs sell today for be-

tween one and two times catalog value, while

blocks of four bring up to two or three times the

catalog value, depending on condition. Margin

copies, particularly corner and imprint or plate

number copies, generally bring some premium.

Card plate proofs must be considered in

several groups, according to estimated quan-

tities. The first group, of 2500 each, includes the

regular 1847, 1851 ,
1861 - 6, 1869, and bank note

designs through the 5-cent Taylor (Scott No.

185P4), the 1851 Carriers, the small Newspaper,

and the Official designs. The second group of

1500 - 2000 each includes the remaining large

bank note designs, as well as the original colors

of the large Newspaper designs. The third group,

of 500 - 1000 each, is comprised of the 1890 small

bank notes, the Columbians, the Special Delivery

and first Postage Due designs, and the reprint

colors of the large Newspaper designs. The final

group, consisting probably of less than 500 each,

includes the 1, 3, 6, and 10-cent large bank note

designs, the 1-cent design of 1887, the 1894

regular or “triangle” series, the 2-cent and $2

Trans-Mississippi designs, and the Post Office

seal (OX1 P4). While the relative “market value”

in each group is generally indicated by the

catalog value, there are exceptions, the major

one being the OX1 P4, as discussed above. The
first three groups of single card plate proofs sell

for one to two and a half times catalog value,

with outstanding copies (fresh appearance,

brilliant colors, huge margins, etc.) bringing as

much as five, even up to ten times catalog value.

Blocks of four and other multiples on card are

much under-cataloged at the present time. Most

blocks sell for three to five times catalog.

Some of the components of the last group of

card plate proofs are seen less frequently than are

even Roosevelt small die proofs. The rarest ap-

pear to be the 6-cent large bank note (159P4), the

1887 1-cent (212P4), and the Post Office seal

(OX1 P4). These should be valued, in the writer’s

opinion, at two to four, four to six, and ten to

twenty times current catalog values, respectively.

Almost as infrequently seen are the two Trans-

Mississippi designs, which in a recent auction

sale realized over double catalog. Probably only

one sheet of 100 of each design was printed. As

several blocks and pairs of each are known, and

the plate blocks undoubtedly exist, very few

singles may be available.

In the same general category are to be found

the 1, 2, and 6-cent, $2, and $5 designs of the

1894 “triangle” series, and the 2-cent value of

the second Postage Due design. Only one sheet

of each value is believed to have become

available to collectors, probably at the same time

that the Trans-Mississippi sheets were printed.

The 1 and 2-cent regular issue values were

printed in sheets of 400 each; the remaining four

sheets each contained 200 designs. All six sheets

have been cut up, yielding the plate blocks, cor-

ner blocks, half- and full-arrow blocks, other

blocks of four, and singles. A margin single of

the $2 value is known, as well as a block of 30 of

the 1-cent design. The four corner blocks and

four plate blocks of each sheet are unique. The

former realize over three times the catalog value

at the rare occasions when they are sold, and are

valued at about six times catalog value. Probably

less than 150 sets of singles of the regular issue

designs exist. The number of singles of the 2-cent
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Postage Due design (J32P4) is estimated at about

300. These also bring about three times catalog.

There can be no summary to a market analy-

sis, since it represents simply a point in time. One
can only say that this is the way things stand

now. Nor is the writer prepared to predict the

future, except insofar as the present situation is

based on the past. There is little doubt that

philatelic material of good quality, particularly

that in comparatively or absolutely short supply,

will continue to appreciate at rates at least equal

to, if not much greater than, the rate of econom-

ic inflation. This has been true of all collectibles

at all periods of history. The question one may
concern oneself with, and that all investors want

an answer for, is what will be the rate of ap-

preciation for any given item or group of items

over a selected future time period.

The answer to this question does not lie

within the purview of this writer, nor of any

other writer. One important factor is buyer de-

mand for the item(s) in question, and this must

also be based on the available supply of “extra”

or “loose” funds which any buyer in any given

economic bracket may have. In a limited market

(supply), the buyer frequently has to shift his in-

terests (demand) in order to remain in the mar-

ket. Thus we have seen the rise and fall in de-

mand (but not supply) of the 1930 Zeppelin is-

sues, resulting in a considerable decrease in their

selling price. We have seen demand swing

pendulum-wise between regular and com-
memorative issues, between singles and plate

blocks, over to less popular groups such as the

Shanghai overprints, private vending machine

coils, and the like. The net effect of most of these

swings is to raise the price level of a particular

group, often at a spectacular rate, and then leave

it at a comparatively increased level, but with lit-

tle prospect for maintaining the rate of increase

until the pendulum swings again.

Obviously the investor is seeking those items

that are most likely to maintain a rate of ap-

preciation greater than that of inflation, and the

higher the rate the better. Scott’s U.S. Stam-

plndex™ is composed of those stamps which

over the years and at the current time have been

and are in greatest demand and least supply.

These should have a better-than-average growth
potential and realization. Most U.S. collectors,

much less investors and speculators, are not

cognizant of the known printed quantities of

most U.S. stamps. Original printings are

available in various sources for the majority of

them. However, in the case of stamps, it is extre-

mely difficult to determine the quantities

used, and hence the quantities of mint stamps
which remained available to collectors and

dealers. In the case of most U.S. proofs, on the

other hand, the quantities of most varieties

which have become available to collectors and

dealers is probably known with much greater cer-

tainty. Even if we estimate large die proofs be-

tween one and ten, or Panama-Pacific small die

proofs between two and four or five, we are

aware that we are dealing in an extremely

rarefied atmosphere, in comparison with even

the scarcest of most U.S. stamps (with exceptions

such as Scott No. 5 and the like duly noted).

Our purpose in this brief and broadly

oriented article has been to show that U.S.

proofs overall are a better investment than U.S.

stamps, while the proofs selected for the U.S.

Proof Index represent the best investments in

terms of supply and demand. It is perhaps wor-

thy of note to examine a little-realized facet in

the purchase and collection, as well as disposal,

of relatively scarce philatelia. Many collectors of

U.S. stamps and related printings, e.g., proofs,

essays, etc., have as their goal the acquisition of

at least one copy of every design or type issued.

They are also aware that many items, e.g., 1851

1-cent Type 1, certain of the 1867 grilled issues,

and a number of others, are either unique or ex-

tremely scarce. Moreoever, the price of such

items is prohibitive for most collectors.

Therefore, while they may be considered as U.S.

collectors, they really do not contribute to the

overall demand relative to the supply. In other

words, while demand often rises to meet supply,

it also may fall when the supply is low. Thus,

many U.S. collectors do not expect ever to

possess many of the rarities of U.S. philately and

therefore cannot be considered as actively seek-

ing them. The same may be said of U.S. proofs,

where there are undoubtedly many more unique

and extremely rare items than in the realm of

U.S. stamps.

One last illustration may be useful and in-

teresting to the reader. If one invested $1000 in

1967 in certificates or other bonds or securities

paying l°7o annual interest, one would now have

$2578. However, the gross profit of $1578 would

have been completely absorbed by the equal in-

crease in the Consumer Price Index for the same

period. Thus the 1981 buying power of $2578 is

the same as that of $1000 in 1967.

If one invested $1000 in 1967 in the com-

ponents of the Scott U.S. Stamplndex™ or the

U.S. Proof Index, the gross values in 1981 would

be $11,234 and $20,084, respectively. The gross

profits would be $10,234 and $19,084, reduced

by the net increase of $1578 in the baseline over

the 14-year period, would yield net profits of

$8636 and $17,486, for the Scott U.S. Stam-
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plndex™ and U.S. Proof Indexes, respectively.

These figures show quite clearly and conclusively

that the net profit of investment in U.S. proofs

over this period is more than double that in U.S.

stamps. Average corrected annual rates of ap-

preciation for 1967 - 1981 are 17.57 and 23. 17%,

respectively.

(NOTE — Other categories of U.S. proofs, in-

cluding revenue and trial color proofs, Southgate

and Farley small die proofs, and such groups as

the Goodall trial color small die proofs and the

Atlanta trial color plate proofs, will be discussed

in future articles dealing with the United States

Proof Index.)

(Thanks are due the Scott Publishing Co. for granting permission to use its copyrighted numbering

system and references from its Scott U.S. Stamplndex™ in this study.)

Auction Accents
Report of Auction Sales of

Essays and Proofs

Auctioneers desiring their sales reported should send prices realized to:

Barbara R. Mueller, 225 S. Fischer Ave., Jefferson, WI 53549 or to:

Falk Finkelburg, P.O. Box 237, Coram, NY 11727 for sales of United States essay and proofs.

ALL DESCRIPTIONS ARE FROM THE AUCTIONEER’S CATALOGS.

United States

Robbins Auctions, Inc., New York, N.Y. Sale of Sept. 22-23, 1981.

The Cyril F. Dos Passos Collection

ESSAYS

These essays have been catalogued by Brazer’s “Essays for U.S. Adhesive Postage

Stamps’’ including revisions in the Essay-Proof Journal.

1861 Schernikow reprints, 90c die essays on India, green, 4 vars. (Br.

62E-Aa, c, e, k) Scott Type A19, Very Fine Est. Net

— 90c die essays. Complete design in blue, orange, brown and olive

(Br. 62E - Ak) Scott Type A19, Very Fine Est. Net

— 90c dusky blue (Br. 62E-Ba) large die on India (54x63mm) crease in

margin, thins, VF appear, rare Est - Net

— 90c black (Br 62E-Bd) die on India, reduced (25x28mm) small thin,

VF appear., rare
Est. Net

— 90c black (Br. 62E-Bf) proof on cardboard split thin, small faults,

appears Fine, scarce
Est ‘ ^et

Lowenberg Decalcomania, 10c green, single with B sheet margin show-

ing part of imprint and Plate No. 26, Very Fine Est. Net

— 24c lilac, with part of imprint in B margin, VF Est. Net

— 90c dark blue, with part of imprint in B margin, VF Est. Net

(Continued on Page 188)

90.00 200.00

100.00 290.00

100.00 270.00

90.00 200.00

75.00 110.00

150.00 125.00

150.00 125.00

150.00 75.00
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NO.49.

COLOR CHART

FOR

steel Engraved

FOSTAGE AND REVENUE STAMPS

77 A. B. N. CO.

Cover of the Color Chart (same size)

American Bank Note Co. Color Chart Book
and Sample Engravings

from the collection of J. Leonard Diamond

by BARBARA R. MUELLER

Occasionally finely engraved stamp-like imperforate impressions with the American Bank

Note Co. imprint surface to puzzle collectors. The origin of some of these can be attributed to

a beautiful book of color samples illustrated here in actual size along with a sample page.

The black leather-bound book is stamped in gold: COLOR CHART/FOR/STEEL
ENGRAVED/POSTAGE AND REVENUE STAMPS/A. B.N. Co. With flyleaves front and
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Page from the Color Chart (same size).

back, it contained 23 sample sheets, all with identical designs and interleaved. The color

designation is printed in black. The sheets, actually hard white wove ungummed paper, are

bound in the following order, with the numbers and color designations being ABNCo.’s and

the color comments in parenthesis being mine:

27 — blue (light)

9 — blue (medium)

2 — blue (dark)

67 — yellow (light)

68 — yellow (medium)

19 — orange

35 — red (orange red)

32 — red (rose)

4 — green (bluish)

3 — green (emerald)

2 — green (olive green)

5 — olive (greenish)

55 3/4— olive (olive brown)

13 — brown (light)

15 — brown (reddish)

14 — brown (true)

1 1 — brown (blackish)

12 — brown (bistre)

20 — purple (grayish)

5 — purple (rich)

22 — purple (reddish)

814— grey

— — rotary black
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Menu decorated by impression of design

used in Color Chart.

The Rembrandt “sample stamp” vignette used in this Color Chart also appears on a

menu for the annual dinner of the Philadelphia Chapter 18 of the American Philatelic Society,

March 30, 1940.

Mr. Diamond also has a separate sample sheet of engraving, three by two inches, in a

green quite close to the No. 2 green of the samples. It consists of three impressions of a single

design featuring a liberty-capped female facing right. Inscriptions are EXPERIMENT in a

straight line at top; SPECIMEN in a curved line below the vignette; and two figures of value

(2) at bottom right and left. Surmounting this “strip” is an eagle vignette similar but not iden-

tical to the eagle seen in the sample book; there is no bottom projection of the elaborate frame

but the abbreviation “No.” is added.

American Bank Note Co. Practice Engravings—Again

by BARBARA R. MUELLER

READERS will recall that in Journal No. 144, Fall 1979, pages 155 to 158, George Brett

described a proof-type sepia print, India on card, under the title “Practice

Engravings”. He judged that it was made from a piece of die steel engraved by a letter

man for American Bank Note, who combined the use of ruling machines and etching with

hand work. Then in Journal No. 1 50, Spring 1981, page 97, we carried an additional report of

a similar engraving in rose lake with two signatures sold at a Kelleher sale for $420.00.
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The signed version of the practice engraving. From the

collection of J. Leonard Diamond.

t

0

Faint beginnings of the eighth image on the first-described specimen.
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Now our member J. Leonard Diamond has come forward to identify himself as the pur-

chaser of that lot, illustrated herewith. The signatures “Sam Levelle” and “Gene Patterson”

appear at lower left and lower right respectively. The India paper adheres only loosely to the

card which has been cut down considerably to four and a half inch square size. However, at

the left, top and right of the card the outline of the die block is still visible. A trace of color is

also evident along the bottom edge.

Mr. Diamond also sent tear sheets from an auction catalog of a Cherrystone Stamp Co.

sale of September 23, 1981 offering yet another engraving. This one, judging by the illustra-

tion, is in the large uncut size of the item first described by Brett. It is in green, according to

the description, which also stated it is an ABNCo. “sample page” and assigned an estimated

value of $500.00. Mr. Diamond reports that the realization was $550.00 plus buyer’s fee.

So now we have a record of these engravings in three colors, with at least one specimen

being signed.

Also illustrated here is a fine photographic effort by George Brett to bring out the beginn-

ings of an eighth engraved image he described on the original sepia print. A faint numeral “5”

is visible at upper left, along with ovals for a portrait and the beginnings of lettering for a

denomination at the bottom.

American Bank Note Co. Corner Card

J. Leonard Diamond shows us another item from his collection of American Bank Note

Co. memorabilia. This one is a light grayish cover with the firm’s circular corner card. Its

design consists of a left-facing eagle, three stars above it and four below, all within a one-inch

diameter circle. Also below the circle in faint white letters in a straight line is the name GAVIT
& CO, an interesting reference to one of the firms that joined in the so-called “Association”

of 1858. The cover is dated Jan. 22, 1860 according to its circular postmark which cancels the

3c stamp, Scott no. 26. The cover is addressed to a John Ramsey Esq., Philadelphia.
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The Queen’s Heads of 1837
by GEORGE W. SMITH

I
N part, this article is a sequal to The Origin of the 1837 “ Victoria in the Niche

”

which appeared in the G.B. Journal for May 1976 (Vol. 14 page 40). The rest is

a development from the article, and deals with the three other 1837 Corbould

drawings which are also at the National Postal Museum
At the present time, I have found no reproduction other than the title page of “Heath’s

Book of Beauty”, as previously illustrated, of that little head in its niche. One might think

that its further use was restricted by the architectural setting which it had been given and

which would be unsuitable for many purposes, although, of course, the head could have been

copied without the background. Very soon, however, even in this form, it would have been in

competition with Corbould’s “Wyon Head” from the City Medal, which was more regal, and

therefore perhaps to be preferred.

Nevertheless, that 1837 drawing, in the past, has been included among essays made in

connection with the production of the first adhesives, with the suggestion that it was so used

by Charles and Frederick Heath. More recently, a work of reference stated that one of the

drawings now at the National Postal Museum was used for the profile on the Penny Black.

These suggested associations are difficult to eradicate from the minds of philatelists,

although it must now be apparent that all the 1837 drawings by Corbould were commissioned

by Perkins Bacon at the commencement of the new reign, for possible use in their security

printing, to replace similar items from the previous reign which were no longer suitable.

Would it not be safe to say that they could not have had the design of postage stamps in mind

at that time? Indeed, two years afterwards, they did not submit an entry in the 1839 competi-

tion.

However, the designs were available to Perkins Bacon before, and at any time after that

date, and as one of them had been published in a popular Annual in December 1837, this one

might have been copied by anyone. But what evidence is there that they influenced the design

of a postage stamp? On the other hand, there is good evidence of use for other purposes, as

discussed later in this article.

One thing would appear to be clear—Henry Corbould had produced a set of four very

fine heads in 1837 which it was not possible to use in the design of the first adhesive in 1839

because Rowland Hill specified that the head on the City Medal should be used. But Corbould

having proved himself to be so capable in this particular field, Perkins Bacon naturally used

this old acquaintance again in 1839, to make a drawing from the medal.

For the moment, I would like to return to a consideration of one of R.J. Lane’s drawings

of Victoria, which was included as Fig. 4 in the previous article—the charming head with the

wreath of roses, published two days after accession, with the title “Her Most Gracious

Majesty, The Queen.”

I think it must be agreed that the medal now illustrated (Fig. 1) was modelled from Lane s

drawing and since it is by William Wyon, it is of considerable interest, although no philatelic

item evolved from it.

The chief difference between Lane’s drawing and Wyon’s medal, is perhaps the more

mature face of Victoria on the medal; also the back of the head and the bun of hair have

been altered a little so that all could be better accommodated within the confining circle.

Otherwise, it follows the drawing very closely, and in spite of the fact that the medal was

issued for Princess Victoria’s eighteenth birthday, 24 May 1837 (the reverse bears only the

date of birth, 24 May 1819) it is clear that the drawing was made before the medal, as the
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former was issued with the announcement “Executed by special command for Her Royal

Highness The Duchess of Kent,” (i.e. Victoria’s mother), being drawn from life.

That Lane’s portraits of Victoria proved to be popular is not surprising, nor that they

were used by others for various purposes, there being so few originals from life for them to

copy.

Fig. 1 — Enlargement of Medal by William
Wyon issued to commemorate Victoria’s

eighteenth birthday, 24 May 1837. Size of

original— 1 5/8 inches diameter.

Fig. 2. Coronation Medal 1837 by W.J.

Taylor. Size of original 1 3/5 inches

diameter.

W.J. Taylor evidently modelled his Coronation medal (Fig. 2) on the Lane portrait

which was reproduced as Fig. 3 in the previous article, but he lost some of its youthful

charm.

Taylor before coming to London, had been apprenticed to Thomas Halliday in Birming-

ham, as also had William Wyon.

Another most interesting item, surely based on one of the two left-facing Lane portraits

(Figs. 4 and 5 of the earlier article), is a colourless embossed portrait, a reduced repro-

duction of which is here shown as Fig. 3. In this case, the only alteration is the addition of the

crown, and the whole production is very pleasing.

It bears the name of Dodds at bottom left, this being the name of the firm which

specialized in the use of the embossing process and who made some of the dies from which

Charles Whiting produced much of his work*.

It is believed that the best engravers were employed to make the embossing dies, so it is

even possible that Wyon had a hand in the production of this charming piece.

Having examined the various beautiful heads which were inspired by the drawings of R. J.

Lane, it is interesting to read in a letter which he wrote to Richard Sainthill, the eminent

numismatist, praising Wyon’s City medal “as the most exquisitely perfect and true portrait of

the Queen” 2
. Praise indeed, from one who had been drawing portraits of Victoria for ten

years.

I now turn to a consideration of the other three Corbould drawings which are at the

National Postal Museum, starting with the crowned head encircled by a wreath (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 3 Reduced photograph of colourless

embossing by Dodds. A Coronation sou-

venir?

Fig. 4. Half penny 1855 (first issued 1838)

by William Wyon “from his own model from

life” (enlarged). Original size 1 1/8 inches

diameter.
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Fig. 5. The original drawing by Henry Cor-

bould, actual size, on a sheet of paper
which passed through the post to Perkins

Bacon in October 1837. It carries
Corbould’s pencilled note “Let the engraver
have the larger draw(ing) to refer to as this

is so very small I cannot make it out as well

as I would wish. H.C.”

One could think that this was derived from a portrait by Lane, resembling as it does the Vic-

toria in Niche; the curl falling behind the ear is similar and there is a bun of hair but this has

been pushed aloft to accommodate the crown. The features of the face appear to be sharper,

but otherwise similar. More importantly, this portrait complete with its wreath of oak leaves

and acorns, was exactly reproduced for the purpose for which it was surely commissioned—as

a vignette on a bank note.

Fig. 6. Enlargement of engraving made
from Corbould’s drawing which it closely

resembles, and used as a vignette on the

bank note which is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Illustrated (Fig. 6 and 7) is a bank note for Twenty Pounds of the Union Bank of

Australia, printed by Perkins Bacon & Petch (the name of the firm from 1834 to 1852) on

which this Corbould head was used. It continued to be used for this bank for some time

as there is also a Fifty Pound note with this head and also with the same centre vignette
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Fig. 7. Undated ‘Specimen’ proof, engraved and printed by Perkins Bacon & Petch for the

Union Bank of Australia, bank note for Twenty Pounds. Size of original 8 1/4x5 1/4 inches.

Fig. 8. Undated ‘Specimen’ proof engraved and printed by Perkins Bacon & Petch for the Pro-

vincial Bank of Ireland, bank note for One Pound. Size of original 7 3/4 x 5 5/8 inches.

of Brittania, sailing vessel, kangaroo, etc., printed by Perkins Bacon & Co. (the name of the

firm from 1852 to 1887). Incidentally, this centre vignette was used again by Perkins Bacon &

Co., when they printed a note for Jersey Joint Stock Bank, the only alterations made being the

removal of the top set of sails and the Kangaroo!

The other two Corbould drawings (Figs 9 and 10) are similar to each other, with dif-

ferent backgrounds, one being contained in a circle formed by a garter which is sur-

mounted by a crown and surrounded by foliage. This portrait resembles the Wyon head
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Fig. 9. The original drawing by Henry
Corbould, actual size, made in 1837,

from which an engraving appears to

have been made for use on bank
notes, one of which is illustrated in

Fig. 3.

Fig. 11. Proof on card (enlarged) of engrav-

ing (made from Henry Corbould’s drawing?)
and as used on bank notes for Provincial

Bank of Ireland. It may be compared with

the coin in Fig. 4.

Fig. 10. Corbould’s other original

drawing, similar to that in Fig. 9, but

with different background and without
surround.

Fig. 12. 1856 Ceylon revenue. Progressive

Die proof. Actual size.

on the coinage (Fig. 4) and, as all Victorian coinage by Wyon is stated to be after his own
designs, one has to think that Corbould possibly copied it from a Wyon source.

Of this pair, one in a surround appears on a One Pound bank note printed by Perkins

Bacon & Petch for the Provincial Bank of Ireland (various branches) (Fig. 8). Cer-

tainly the head, the foliage and the garter, (not the motto!) are reversed, the crown omit-

ted, some of the foliage changed and the Queen given a fuller face, but there seems no doubt

concerning its origin. Some features from both of Corbould’s originals appear to have been

used.

There are bound to be differences between the appearance of a water colour drawing

and a steel engraving made from it. The enlargement of this head (Fig. 11) is from a proof
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Fig. 13. 1856 Ceylon revenue. One penny,
enlarged detail from plate proof in black.

Compare this head with the bank note
proof in Fig. 11.

on card; this shows that it was a fine engraving. At this time, Perkins Bacon would certainly

have turned to Charles Heath for such an engraving, so it can be assumed that it is either his

own work or was carried out under his supervision.

It is often stated that Corbould’s second uncrowned head was the origin of the design of

1856 Foreign Bill stamps of Ceylon, engraved by Frederick Heath, say some, by C.H.

Jeens, say others, or again, by William Humphrys, and printed by Perkins Bacon (Figs.

12 & 13). This may well be true, although a doubt has been expressed. A comparison of

the enlargements of this Ceylon head and that on the Irish bank note suggests that they came

from a common origin, which might be Corbould’s drawing or possibly the source

from which he derived his design. If the Ceylon revenue stamps were not directly from

Corbould, then no stamp of any kind can be found which shows any of the four heads of

1837. Who knows?

Finally, I have to thank Marcus Samuel for friendly help with information and the

loan of material from his collection, from which some of the accompanying photographs

have been made.
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Auction Accents

(Continued from Page 175)

1867 Grill Essays, grilled all over (Br 79E-Cf) on wove (21x31 mm)
points up, gummed, Very Fine Est. Net

— Grilled all over (Br 79E-Cf) on light blue paper (70x40mm) and

white paper (20x30mm), Very Fine Est. Net

— 3c lake, imperf. (Br 79E-Cg), Very Fine Est. Net

— 3c rose, all over “biscuit grill” (Br 79E-Cg) with fancy trial

cancel, Very Fine Est. Net

— White blank perforated and gummed pair, one with 15mm circle

grilled with points down (Br 79E-Ch) Very Fine, rare Est. Net

— 3c rose (Br 79E-Ci) perforated, vertical pair, all over grill, points

down, og, Very Fine Est. Net

— Stamp size blank embossed with albino “3 in shield” (Br 85E-B)

Very Fine and rare Est. Net

— 3c dim red (Br 83E-Af) bottom margin strip of 4, typographed,

imperf., og, faint horizontal crease, otherwise VF Est. Net

— 3 dim red (Br 83E-Ag) bottom margin strip of 5, grilled all over,

og, Very Fine Est. Net

— 3c gray black (Br 83E-Ah) grilled, og, Fine Est. Net

— 3c dark red on white wove, dim red on opaque wove and orange

red on Gibson patent paper (Br 83E-Bd, e, f) VF Est. Net

— 3c dark red on white wove (Br 83E-Bd) block of 4, VF. . .Est. Net

— 3c mouse gray on Gibson patent paper (Br 83E-Bf) VF. . .Est. Net

— 3c light gray black on Gibson patent paper (Br 83E-Bf) VF . .

.

Est. Net

— 3c, three vars., greenish gray chemical paper (Br 83E-Bk) og, Fine

Est. Net

— 12c green (Br 85eTC6) on salmon laid, “Z” grill, perf., without

gum, Fine Est. Net

— 12c black (BR 85e TC6) on yellow laid, “Z” grill, perf., part og,

Fine Est. Net

1870 3c gray blue (Br 147E-Fa) perf. 12 overprinted with network in

fugitive ink, og, Fine, scarce Est. Net

— 3c dim red (Br 147E-Fa) perf. 12, similar overprint, HR, og, Very
Fine, scarce Est. Net

125.00 65.00

100.00 120.00

150.00 170.00

150.00 350.00

200.00 210.00

125.00 170.00

200.00 160.00

150.00 160.00

200.00 325.00

50.00 26.00

75.00 32.00

100.00 70.00

30.00 26.00

30.00 17.00

40.00 48.00

200.00 105.00

150.00 70.00

125.00 70.00

125.00 160.00
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— 3c dim red (Br 147E-Fa) perf. 12, similar overprint, HR, og, Very

Fine, scarce Est. Net

— 3c dull orange, similar overprint, og, VF, scarce Est. Net

— 3c dull orange (Br 147E-Fa var.), same but without fugitive ink over-

print, unlisted, og, Fine, scarce Est. Net

— 10c orange brown, die proof on card (27x34mm) similar to Br

209E-D without secret mark, unlisted, Very Fine Est. Net

Carriers, 1851, lc Franklin (Br LOIE-Aa), die proof of vignette, violet

brown (64x64mm) Very Fine Est. Net

— Similar in orange (64x63mm), small thin outside of die sinkage, VF.

Est. Net
— Complete design (Br LOIE-Ab) in violet brown (64x64mm) VF

Est. Net

— Complete design (Br LOIE-Ah) die proof in red, die sunk on glazed

card (122x126mm) Very Fine and rare

DIE PROOFS
— 1860, 30c black (38TC1) on India (42x54mm), faint thin in margin,

Very Fine, striking item

— 1861, First Design, 5c brown (57P2) small die, on gray card from

Roosevelt album, VF
— 10c black (58TC1) large die on India (card 74x84mm) with imprint

and die no. 443, VF, ex-Caspary

— 12c black (59P2) small die on gray card from Roosevelt album, VF.

.

— 24c dark violet (60P1) large die on India (card 67x70mm) VF
— 24c violet (60P1) large die on India (card 54x57mm) VF
— 24c steel blue (60P1) large die on India (39x49mm), small faults, ap-

pears VF
— 90c black (62TC1) large die on India (card 74x77mm) with imprint

and die no. 447, VF, ex-Caspary

1861, lc, 3c, 24c, 90c (63, 72, 74, 78P2) small die proofs from Roosevelt

album, with gray card backing partly removed, some faults)

— 10c green (68P1) large die proof (54x60mm) with imprint at B, trivial

flaws, VF app

— 10c green (68P1) large die on card (42x49mm), VF
— 10c green (68P1) large die on card (41x48mm), VF
— 10c green (68P2) small die on white wove paper, VF
— 10c green (68P2) small die on gray card from Roosevelt album,

VF
— 30c orange (7 1 P 1 ) large die on India (card 76x89mm) VF

— 30c orange (71P2) small die, on gray card from Roosevelt album,

tone spots in margin, o/w Fine

— 30c black (61TCI) large die on India (card 70x82mm) with imprint

and die no. 446, VF
— 12c black (69P1) large die on India (card 67x64mm) VF

— 90c blue (72P1) large die on India (card 70x80mm) VF
— 90c blue (72P1) large die on India with “SPECIMEN” overprint on

card (92x128mm) with National Bank Note Co. imprint at B, from

salesman’s sample book. VF and rare Est. Net 1,000.—

125.00

125.00

150.00

200.00

40.00

40.00

75.00

250.00

1.900.00

280.00

1
.200.00

300.00

1,250.00

1,250.00

1.250.00

1 .
200.00

1,010.00

1,100.00

1,100.00

1,100.00

225.00

225.00

850.00

225.00

1,200.00

1,200.00

750.00

1 ,
100 -

1,500.00

160.00

180.00

110.00

270.00

70.00

36.00

120.00

190.00

650.00

325.00

950.00

375.00

700.00

700.00

675.00

1,400.00

200.00

280.00

375.00

350.00

180.00

210.00

400.00

120.00

900.00

550.00

350.00

800.00
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Bank Note Issues 1870 - 1888

lc to 90c (145, 157-66P2) small die proofs mounted on page from 1903

Roosevelt album, 7c and 15c oxidized, otherwise Extremely Fine and

fresh 2,545.00 1,700.00

2c brown (146P1) large die on India (card 81x95mm) some wrinkles in

India and small tone spot at LR corner, o/w Fine 1,000.00 170.00

10c brown (150P1) die proof on India (card 63x77mm) Extremely Fine. 1,100.00 550.00

10c dull red (150TC1) large die on India (35x35mm) VF and rare 950.00 170.00

15c orange (152P1) large die on India (card 90x102mm) with embossed

seal of National Bank Note Co. below design, VF and desirable 900.00 350.00

15c orange (152P1) large die on India (38x43mm) faint thin, VF appear-

ance 900.00 130.00

24c purple (153P1) large die on India (card 118x152mm) with signature

of D.S. Ronaldson, who engraved the border, at lower left, Very Fine.

.

950.00 450.00

24c purple (153P1) large die on India (42x43mm), faint thins in margin,

o/w VF 950.00 190.00

30c black (154P1) large die on India (42x42mm) small thin and tear at T,

VF appearance 950.00 120.00

90c carmine (155P1) large die on India (38x43mm), small thin and tone

spots at UR corner, Fine 950.00 120.00

2c brown (157P1) large die on India (25x35mm) small margin at L, small

tear in design at L, VG 1,100.00 100.00

10c brown (161 PI) large die on India (on full card 144x222mm) without

imprint, card slightly foxed, o/w VF 1,200.00 220.00

15c deep orange (163P1) large die on India (card 70x8 1mm), probably

American Bank Note, faint toning at L edge, VF 1,200.00 800.00

24c violet (164P1) large die on India (on full card 152x242mm) faint

tone spot on proof, edges of card soiled, Fine 1,200.00 240.00

24c violet (164P1) large die on India (card 82x93mm) faint tone spots, F 1,200.00 270.00

30c black (165P1) large die on India (40x46mm), two small thins, ap-

pears Very Fine 1,200.00 120.00

lc to 10c, seven varieties (183, 185, 205-09P2) small die proofs on

Roosevelt album page, 2c lightly oxidized, Extremely Fine 1,595.00 1,050.00

lc to 90c, nine varieties (210-18P2) small die proofs on Roosevelt album

page, 2c lightly oxidized, Extremely Fine 2,025.00 1,600.00

Carriers, 1851 Franklin lc blue (L01P2) small die from Roosevelt

album, portion of gray card still adhering, VF 185.00 130.00

— Eagle, lc blue (L02P2) small die from Roosevelt album, portion of

gray card still adhering, VF 185.00 150.00

PLATE PROOFS ON INDIA

1857-60 Reprints lc blue (40P3) Very Fine 130.00 >

— 3c scarlet (41 P3), double entry of B frame line, VF, scarce 130.00

— 5c orange brown (42P3), small thins, VF appear 130.00
j

— 12c black (44P3) Very Fine 130.00 )> 800.00

— 24c blackish violet (45P3) Very Fine 130.00

— 30c yellow orange (46P3) Very Fine 165.00

— 90c deep blue (47P3) Very Fine 150.00
'
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First Designs 1861

lc indigo (55P3) small thins, appears VF 400.00 80.00

3c red (56P3) pair, left stamp small thin, VF appearance, rare 500.00 300.00

5c brown (57P3), T margin single, Extremely Fine 250.00 230.00

5c Brown (57P3) pair, lighter shade, minor faults, appears VF 500.00 100.00

10c dark green (58P3) Very Fine 250.00 210.00

10c dark green (58P3) pair, thin, VF appearance 500.00 130.00

12c black (59P3), mended at T, small thin, F appearance 500.00 54.00

24c violet (60P3), Extremely Fine and fresh 300.00 525 .00

24c violet (60P3), tiny thin, Very Fine 300.00 90.00

30c red orange (61P3) mounted on card, tiny hand-stamped identifica-

tion on back, VF 600.00 135.00

90c blue (62P3) left sheet margin copy, Very Fine 525.00 750.00

90c blue (62P3) B margin single with portion of imprint, some faults, F

appear 525.00 85.00

Second Designs 1861

lc to 90c, nine varieties, (63, 65, 68, 69, 71, 72, 76-78P3) F-VF, fresh. . . 1,095.00 575.00

lc blue (63P3) T imprint block of 4, Extremely Fine and fresh 500.00+ 525.00

3c rose (65P3) tiny inclusion in B margin, Very Fine 175.00 120.00

3c lake (66P3) Extremely Fine and fresh 185.00 135.00

3c lake (66P3) T margin pair with imprint, two minor thins, VF ap-

pearance 370.00+ 130.00

10c green (68P3) Extremely Fine 125.00 110.00

10c green (68P3) pair, Extremely Fine 250.00 220.00

12c black (69P3) Very Fine and fresh 125.00 100.00

30c orange (71 P3) Very Fine 110.00 110.00

30c dark orange (71P3) pair, tiny thin between stamps, design just

touched at T, F appear 220.00 38.00

30c yellow orange (71 P3) Very Fine 110.00 85.00

30c pale yellow orange (7 1 P3) pair, F-VF 220.00 40.00

90c blue (72P3) L sheet margin single, Extremely Fine 110.00 135.00

90c blue (72P3) pair, each with small thin, appears VF 220.00 60.00

90c blue (72P3) block of 4, distinctive shade, bit close at UR., VF 600.00 400.00

90c blue (72P3) B margin block of 4 with part of imprint and plate no.

18, tiny thin in UR stamp, ex-Worthington, Very Fine 600.00 + 950.00

2c, 3c, and 15c four varieties (73, 73a, 74, 77P3) each with small faults,

VF appear 800.00 170.00

2c black (73P3) Very Fine 250.00 190.00

2c black, Die II (73aP3) Very Fine 225.00 200.00

3c scarlet (74P3) Very Fine 225.00 200.00

5c deep brown (76P3) fresh and Very Fine 100.00 100.00

15c black (77P3) Very Fine 10°.00 65 -°°

24c dark lilac (78P3) pair, Very Fine 300 -00 220.00

Bank Note Issues 1870-1888

lc to 90c (145-155P3) complete set, Extremely Fine and fresh 970.00 575.00

lc to 90c (145-155P3) complete set, Very Fine and fresh 970.00 425.00
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lc to 90c (145-155P3) complete set, 15c and 90c small thins, F-VF 970.00 290.00

lc to 90c, less 7c (145-48, 150-55P3) mounted on card 190x140mm, a

presentation item signed by P.M. General J.A.J. Creswell, on the back

of which is printed “Description of New Postage Stamps. April 1870.”

Est. Net 750.00 625.00

2c red brown (146P3) BLOCK OF FOUR, F-VF 325.00 115.00

2c red brown (146P3) Top Plate No. 12 BLOCK OF SIX, Extremely

Fine 460.00+ 325.00

6c carmine (148P3) Fine 85.00 32.00

10c brown (150P3) Very Fine 100.00 32.00

10c yellow brown (150P3) Very Fine 100.00 42.00

10c brown (150P3) BLOCK OF FOUR, Very Fine 500.00 450.00

15c orange (152P3) sheet margin at T, Very Fine 110.00 36.00

15c orange (152P3) Fine 110.00 18.00

15c orange (152P3) pair, F-VF 220.00 65.00

15c orange (152P3) .strip of 3, F-VF 330.00+ 145.00

24c purple (153P3) Very Fine 110.00 65.00

24c purple (153P3) deeper shade, T sheet margin BLOCK OF FOUR,
mounted on card, Very Fine 440.00 260.00

24c purple (153P3) T imprint BLOCK OF FOUR, mounted on card

F-VF 440.00 + 270.00

30c black (154P3) Very Fine 110.00 34.00

30c black (154P3) Bottom BLOCK OF TWELVE with two plate

numbers (No. 22), vertical crease in center gutter, clear of design and

fault in margin near right plate no. A rare and unusual piece. Very Fine. 2,250.00 625.00

lc to 90c (156-166P3) complete set, tiny thin on 6c and 7c, 24c has B

sheet margin with part of imprint and 90c has B sheet margin. Very Fine

and fresh 1,430.00 625.00

lc ultramarine (156P3) Very Fine 100.00 34.00

2c brown (157P3) Extremely Fine 90.00 38.00

2c brown (157P3) BLOCK OF FOUR, Extremely Fine 425.00 210.00

10c brown (161P3) Very Fine 150.00 70.00

10c brown (161 P3) B margin single with R half of arrow, VF 150.00+ 170.00

10c brown (161P3) BLOCK OF FOUR, F-VF 675.00 250.00

10c brown (161P3) Top BLOCK OF FOURTEEN with imprint and

plate number 23. T. selvage irregular and part of imprint cut off, small

wrinkle at R edge between stamps. A great Bank Note item. Very Fine. . 2,300.00+ 725.00

15c yellow orange (163P3) Extremely Fine 125.00 90.00

15c yellow orange (163P3) pair, one has small thin, VF 250.00 95.00

15c yellow orange (163P3) BLOCK OF FOUR, BL stamp tiny thin, VF. 625.00 190.00

15c yellow orange (163P3) TOP PLATE No. 31 and IMPRINT BLOCK
OF TWELVE, Extremely Fine and Rare (Photo) Est. Net 3,500.00 2,100.00

2c vermillion, 5c blue (183, 185P3) Very Fine 265.00 65.00

3c blue green (207P3) Extremely Fine 85.00 65.00

6c rose (208P3) Fine and fresh 225.00 140.00

10c deep brown (209P3) Extremely Fine 95.00 60.00

lc ultramarine (212P3) Very Fine 250.00 44.00

Carriers, Franklin lc blue (L01P3) three copies, each with small thin,

VF appearance 195.00 30.00
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PLATE PROOFS ON CARD

These issues have been classified by printings, as far as possible. In

cases where it could not be done, no attribution is noted. The year of the

printing is in parentheses at the end of each listing. We are grateful to

Falk Finkelburg for his assistance in this area.

1847 Reproductions, 5c red brown, 10c black (3-4P4) with original

envelope, slight soiling, F-VF (1885) 500.00+ 325.00

— 5c red brown, 10c black (3-4P4) clear to large margins, Fine (1885). . 500.00 220.00

— 5c red brown, 10c black (3-4P4) with original envelope, Very Fine

(1890) 500.00+ 700.00

— 5c red brown (3P4) Very Fine (1890) 250.00 300.00

— 5c red brown (3P4) Fine (1893) 250.00 140.00

— 5c red brown (3P4) small thin, Fine (1893) 250.00 42.00

— 5c red brown (3P4) shows doubling at top and bottom of design,

Very Fine (1894) 250.00 220.00

— 10c black (4P4) foxing on face, VG (1890) 250.00 46.00

— 10c black (4P4) Very Fine (1893) 250.00 210.00

— 10c black (4P4) soiled, VG (1894) 250.00 24.00

Reprint Issue 1857-1860

lc to 90c (40-47P4) complete set with original envelope, Extremely Fine

and fresh (1879) 820.00 550.00

lc to 90c plus Carriers (40-47P4, L01-2P4) complete set with original

envelope, Very Fine (1885) 910.00 750.00

lc to 90c (40-47P4) complete set, Very Fine and fresh (1890) 820.00 750.00

lc to 90c (40-47P4) complete set, Very Fine (1893) 820.00 400.00

lc to 90c, plus Carriers (40-47P, L01-2P4) complete set with original

envelope, Very Fine and fresh (1894) 910.00 600.00

lc to 90c (40-47P4) complete set, Very Fine 820.00 675.00

lc bright blue (40P4) Fine (1885) 110.00 46.00

lc bright blue (40P4) Very Fine (1894) 110.00 105.00

3c scarlet (41 P4) Fine (1885) 90.00 32.00

10c blue green (43P4) Fine (1885) 90.00 32.00

10c blue green (43P4) Very Fine (1890) 90.00 80.00

10c blue green (43P4) faint staining at LL, VF appear. (1893) 90.00 34.00

12c black (44P4) ink writing on back, Very Fine (1885) 90.00 32.00

30c yellow orange (46P4) Very Fine (1885) 130.00 130.00

30c yellow orange (46P4) Fine (1885) 130.00 46.00

90c deep blue (47P4) Very Fine ( 1 890) 130.00 1 30.00

90c deep blue (47P4) Fine ( 1 893) 1 30.00 40.00

Second Designs 1861-1866

lc to 90c, (63, 65, 68, 69, 71, 72, 76P4) set of 7, with original envelope,

Extremely Fine and fresh (1879) 690.00 725.00

lc to 90c (63, 68, 69, 71,72, 76P4) set of 6, Very Fine (1885) 490.00 500.00

lc to 90c (63, 64, 68, 69, 71, 72P4) set of 6, Very Fine and fresh (1890). . 615.00 475.00

lc to 90c (63, 65, 68, 71, 72, 76-78P4) set of 9 with original envelope,

Extremely Fine (1893) 930.00 1,050.00
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lc blue (63P4) Very Fine (1879) 75.00 80.00

lc blue (63P4) deep shade, Very Fine (1884) 75.00 70.00

lc blue (63P4) Fine (1885) 75.00 34.00

lc blue (63P4) Very Fine (1890) 75.00 60.00

3c rose (65P4) Very Fine (1879) 200.00 145.00

3c rose (65P4) Very Fine (1890) 200.00 170.00

3c rose (65P4) Very Fine (1893) 200.00 130.00

3c rose (65P4) Very Fine (1894) 200.00 140.00

5c brown (76P4) Very Fine (1879) 75.00 44.00

5c brown (76P4) Very Fine (1885) 75.00 60.00

5c brown (76P4) Very Fine (1885) 75.00 48.00

5c brown (76P4) Very Fine (1893) 75.00 55.00

5c brown (76P4) slight discoloration in top margin, o/w VF (1893) 75.00 28.00

5c brown (76P4) Very Fine (1894) 75.00 38.00

10c green (68P4) Very Fine (1879) 80.00 60.00

10c green (68P4) Very Fine (1879) 80.00 50.00

10c green (68P4) Very Fine (1885) 80.00 80.00

10c green (68P4) Very Fine (1890) 80.00 80.00

10c green (68P4) BLOCK OF FOUR, Very Fine (1890) 400.00 260.00

10c green (68P4) Extremely Fine (1893) 80.00 95.00

10c green (68P4) Very Fine (1893) 80.00 90.00

10c green (68P4) Very Fine (1894) 80.00 65.00

10c green (68P4) Very Fine (1894) 80.00 55.00

10c green (68P4) writing on back, Very Fine appear. (1894) 80.00 40.00

10c green (68P4) Very Fine 80.00 34.00

12c black (69P4) Extremely Fine (1890) 80.00 55.00

12c black (69P4) close at L, Fine (1890) 80.00 24.00

12c black (69P4) faint toning at T, Fine (1893) 80.00 22.00

12c black (69P4) Very Fine (1894) 80.00 70.00

12c black (69P4) Very Fine (1894) 80.00 55.00

24c red lilac (70P4) Very Fine 325.00 270.00

24c red lilac (70P4) faint tone spot at T, Fine appear. (1885) 325.00 80.00

30c orange (71P4) Very Fine (1885) 90.00 42.00

30c orange (71P4) Very Fine (1885) 90.00 42.00

30c orange (71 P4) Fine (1885) 90.00 40.00

30c orange (71 P4) Very Fine (1894) 90.00 70.00

30c orange (71P4) Very Fine (1894) 90.00 48.00

30c orange (71 P4) Fine (1894) 90.00 42.00

90c blue (72P4) Very Fine (1879) 90.00 80.00

90c blue (72P4) Fine (1879) 90.00 40.00

90c blue (72P4) Very Fine (1885) 90.00 38.00

90c blue (72P4) Very Fine (1885) 90.00 42.00

90c blue (72P4) Fine (1885) 90.00 38.00

90c blue (72P4) Fine (1893) 90.00 48.00

90c blue (72P4) BLOCK OF FOUR, Very Fine (1893) 500.00 625.00

(To be concluded)
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Secretary’s Report
by DAVID E. McGUIRE, Secretary

RD #4, Colonial Drive, Katonah, NY 10536

Members Admitted

1597 Klein, Harold L., P.O. Box 866, Lebanon, PA 17042

(U.S. & Asia) by Barbara R. Mueller

1598 Duplex, James W., 12 Marie Alicia Dr., Huntington, CT 06484
(U.S. 1869) by David E. McGuire

1599 Auerbach, Mark S., 61 Bergen Blvd., #8A, Palisades Park, NJ 07650
(Dealer) by David E. McGuire

1600 Serebrakian, S., P.O. Box 448, Monroe, NY 10950

(Dealer) by Barbara R. Mueller

1601 Skutch, Ira, 6430 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1018, Hollywood, CA 90028
(19th Cent. U.S.) by David E. McGuire

1602 Burke, Robert K., 1333 Fourteenth St., Lakewood, NJ 08701

(Dealer) by Barbara R. Mueller

Member Deceased

1068 Van Buskirk, Harold

Resignations

1455 Strohecker, Richard 872 Werner, Louis S.

1571 Beach, David M. 1380 Hayes, Harry
1504 Baker, Herman L. 1028 Hahn, Joseph H.
118 Vanderbilt, Clinton B.

Change of Membership Name

1536 Kline, Dennis E., to J. Bowling Wills

Change of Address

616 Winkler, Virgil, to Apartado 80537, Prados del Este,

10801A Caracas, Venezuala

1391 Kirker, Joseph R., Jr., to Box 423-A, Oak Glen Station, Lansing, IL 60438

1374 Nathan, Davis A., to P.O. Box 127, Bloomington, IN 47402

151 Pope, John D., Ill, to 926 Lanyard Lane, Kirkwood, MO 63122

968 Hartmann, Leonard H., to P.O. Box 36006, Louisville, KY 40233

1339 Trettin, Kenneth, to P.O. Box 56, Rockford, IA 50468

1062 Zapletal, Edward S., to 382 Innisfree Dr., Daly City, CA 94015

951 Buckley, Leonard E., to 28309 Honeysuckle Dr., Damascus, MD 20872

154 Gates, Henry, to P.O. Box 3517, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577

1344 Laurence, Michael M., to Playboy Magazine, 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60611

1572 Krievins, Victor B., to R.A. Siegel Auction Galleries, 160 E. 56th St., New York, NY 10022

Enumeration of Membership

Number reported in Journal #151 414

Gains 6

Losses 8

Net Membership 412

Non-Member Subscribers 30
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EPS Member Honored

GEORGE W. BRETT RECEIVES FOUNDATION AWARD

The first Philatelic Foundation award for Meritorious Service was presented by William

H. Miller, Jr., Chairman, on behalf of The Foundation to George W. Brett, of Spirit Lake,

Iowa. Mr. Brett’s services to furthering philately and philatelic education are well known. In

addition to serving on the Expert Committee of The Foundation, Mr. Brett has written some

335 articles from 1930 to date; served as a judge from 1936 to the present; was on the

Postmaster General’s Stamp Advisory Committee; was Chairman of the Board of Governors

of the Bureau Issues Association and is still its Chairman Emeritus, to name but a few of his

achievements. He is also a frequent contributor to The Essay-Proof Journal.

In his acceptance, Mr. Brett stated, “I am much concerned over the quality of our efforts

as we all gro\y in stature when our knowledge and scholarship improves. Certainly the

philatelic community is doing better than when I started some fifty years or so back but we still

have a long way that we can go. No one of us by ourselves can be everything but all of us can

help, at least a little, towards improving things generally and to especially help those who
follow us.”

The Foundation’s 1981 award was announced at the annual Consultants Party which was

held at The Harvard Club of New York. Earlier in the day, Mr. Miller presented Mortimer L.

Neiken and Allen H. Seed awards in appreciation of twenty years of service to the Board of

Trustees of The Foundation.

COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF
U.S. (and few B.N.A.) ESSAYS

(especially 1851-57, 1869 and Banknotes)

and PROOFS (including Trial Colors)

and SPECIMEN Overprints

Available to you an approval

Your specific want list appreciated.

Installment Payment Terms If Desired

(No Interest or Carrying Charges)

JACK E. MOLESWORTH, INC.

88 BEACON STREET
SPA BOSTON, MASS. 02108 APS
CSA Phone (617) 523-2522 EPS
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Sooner or later

—

you will probably give

consideration to the sale

of your collection. When

you do, why not contact a

leader in your field. . . .

700 SPRINGMILL STREET /]
MANSFIELD, OHIO 44903 L/
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Committed to Proofs:

DIE - INDIA - CARD

If you are purchasing

If you are selling

CONTACT:

EMPIRE
GROUP
INCORPORATED

P. O. BOX 2529

WEST LAWN, PA 19609
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FOR THE DISCERNING

COLLECTOR AND VENDOR

Proofs and Specimen Stamps

POSTAL HISTORY AND SPECIALISED

MATERIAL OF ALL COUNTRIES

COVERS FINE STAMPS

WHEN IN LONDON VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS AND OFFICES.

ENQUIRIES ARE INVITED—ENSURE THAT YOUR NAME AND
INTEREST ARE RECORDED IN OUR REGISTER OF SPECIALISTS.

IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING SELLING YOU WOULD BE WELL ADVISED
TO CONSULT US. WE ARE RECOGNISED LEADING BUYERS OF ALL
TYPES OF PHILATELIC MATERIAL AND OUR VALUATION SERVICES
ARE RENOWNED—BOTH FOR STAMPS AND POSTAL HISTORY—AND
WHETHER YOU ARE CONSIDERING DISPOSAL OF EITHER PART OR
THE WHOLE OF YOUR COLLECTION, OR INDEED IF YOU HAVE AN
ACCUMULATION OR MAKE AN ORIGINAL FIND’ YOU ARE INVITED
TO SEEK OUR ADVICE. PAYMENTS ARE IMMEDIATE ON ACCEPT-
ANCE OF OUR EXPERTS’ ASSESSMENT AND YOU ARE ASSURED OF A
SPEEDY AND PLEASANT TRANSACTION.

Our services are recognised by the Legal Profession for PROBATE purposes and by

Lloyds and Eagle Star amongst other leading companies for INSLTRANCE assessments.

Remember it is in your interest to deal with EXPERTS and our reputation is your best

guarantee of complete satisfaction.

55 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON W1Y 9DC

Telephone: 01-499 1781/2
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The Specialist Collector of

Proofs and Essays
WILL USUALLY FIND SOMETHING OF INTEREST

IN OUR AUCTIONS HELD IN

BASLE BOURNEMOUTH GENEVA
LONDON NEW YORK ZURICH

Forthcoming sales include:

Nov. 25/26 ZURICH with Barbados and New South Wales Proofs and

Essays.

Dec. 15 LONDON — British Empire with British Guiana colour trials,

1937 Coronation imperf Specimens, Fine Zanzibar and general

Queen Victoria’s Head.

Dec. 16 LONDON — Europe & Overseas countries, a small range.

Jan. 19 LONDON — Burma, India and Pakistan Proofs and Essays.

Catalogues available in the U.S.A. from Gordon H. Torrey, 5118 Duvall

Drive, Washington, D.C. 20016 at $6 each or by air at $7 each direct from the

auctioneer.

Ifyour collecting interests are limited to not more than three countries, you may be

interested in our Busy Buyers Service which is especially designedfor collectors who

do not need to see the full range of our catalogues.

Details from: Mrs. Linda Gulliver, The Auction House, 39 Poole Hill,

Bournemouth, BH2 5PX

ROBSON LOWE LTD.,
a member of the Christies International Group

50 PALL MALL,
LONDON SW1Y 5 JZ, ENGLAND

Cables: “Stamps London SW1”,

Telex: 915410, V.A.T.No. 323/7655/54
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Dr. Douglas Ball
In his February 1977 editorial in

# The Bank Note Reporter, Editor Austin Sheheen, Jr.

had this to-say of Or. Douglas Ball:

“I first met Douglas at one of those "rag pickers” sessions sponsored

by the A.N.A. some years ago. Immediately we began a friendship

that has prompted many pieces of correspondence, telephone

conversations and personal visits. DURING THOSE YEARS I HAVE
COME TO KNOW AND RESPECT DOUGLAS AS ONE OF THE
GREATEST AUTHORITIES AND TRUE SCHOLARS OF THE
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL POLICIES OF THE CONFEDERATE
STATES OF AMERICA THAT HAS EVER LIVED . .

In a past issue of

% Coins Magazine, WALTER BREEN said of Douglas Ball:

"Douglas Ball, author of a splendid long foreword to

‘The Register' (Thian’s Register of the Confederate Debt),

is probably the best informed collector of Confederate
States of American material now alive .

.

Douglas Ball has long since expanded his horizons and abilities to all phases of currency.

He unquestionably ranks amongst the most knowledgeable leaders in the currency fraternity.

DON’T YOU THINK HE SHOULD CATALOGUE YOUR
COLLECTION OF CURRENCY AND RELATED BOOKS,

ESSAYS, VIGNETTES AND FISCAL PAPER,
FOR ONE OF OUR AUCTION SALES?

WE DO! LET’S DISCUSS IT.

NASCA has instituted a tradition that has propelled us to the forefront in the fine auction sales of

quality material of all types. Why not write or call Herb Melnick today so we may discuss

our most favorable consignor terms with you.

NUMISMATIC AND ANTIOUABlAN SERVICE CORPORATION OF AMERICA

26S Sunrise Highway. County Federal Bldg., Suite 53
Rockville Centre, L.l . New York 11570
516/764-6677-78

George W. Ball. Chairman ot the Board

NASCA
265 Sunrise Highway Suite 53

Rockville Centre, N.Y. 11570

Dear Mr. Melnick,

I wish to discuss the disposition of my collection

Please call me at ( )

Please write me

Name -

Address-

City .State. .Zip Code.



For more than sixty years Harmers has been covering

the world philatelic marketplace.

The expertise of its professional staffs in London, New
York, San Francisco and Sydney, if added up, would
total approximatley 400 years! Your stamps will know
the difference. And so will your checkbook when the

Harmer know-how brings you top return for your single

rarities or collection.

One last hint. From the addresses below, choose the

Gallery most covenient to you. Each offers the same per-

sonalized attention and superb philatelic services that

include liberal advances, appraisals, and the unique

Harmer Guarantee Plan.

For fast action, request the free booklet “Philatelic Sell-

ing” which fully describes the comprehensive services

available to you.

HARMERS
INTERNATIONAL

6 West 48th Street, New York, NY 10036 Phone: (212) 757-4460

49 Geary Street, San Francisco, CA 94102 Phone: (415) 391-8244

Also in: London, England & Sydney , Australia


